@SarasolaKike
@RoomMateHotels
FROM SPORT TO BUSINESS...
HOTELS

5 STAR HOTELS

CHEAP 3-4 STAR HOTELS
THE BEST WAY TO TRAVEL IS VISITING YOUR FRIENDS
ONE FACE, ONE NAME, ONE PERSONALITY

GRACE
Creative, Multicultural, Lively...

PAU
Passionate, Seductive, Thoughtful...

ONE FACE, ONE NAME, ONE PERSONALITY
Free Wifi

Breakfast until noon!

Late check out
FREE WIFI IN ALL THE CITY
PRIME LOCATION

All main attractions are within walking distance

NYC – Times Square
Miami Beach – Ocean Drive
Mexico DF – Plaza del Ángel
Amsterdam – Central Station
Florence – Ponte Vecchio
Milan – Piazza del Duomo
Madrid – Gran Vía
Barcelona – Plaza de Cataluña
Málaga – Calle Larios
NEW TIMES,
NEW WAYS TO TRAVEL,
REINVENT YOURSELF OR DIE
SHARING ECONOMY AS A NEW WAY OF LIFE
360 APARTMENTS WITHIN 1 KM
PROBLEMS

- SECURITY
- REGULATION
- NO QUALITY
- NO CONTROL

RESULT

THE AVERAGE AIRBNB USER IS 28 YEAR OLD
THE NEW WAY OF TRAVELLING
HANDPICKED, VERIFIED, QUALITY APARTMENTS

Only in the best areas of town
HOTEL SERVICES

- HOTEL FACILITIES (WIMATE, POOL, GYM,..)
- LUGGAGE ROOM
- EMERGENCY SUPPORT

24 HOURS/7 DAYS A WEEK FREE IN THE HOTEL
FREE WIFI THROUGHOUT THE CITY
CITY MATE

Personalized attention
Local experts
Available 24/7
Help in less than 1h
Extra services (Babysitting, cleaning…)
WHATEVER, WHenever: Be MATE “Wish”

Need anything? **Just ask**

We are with you all the way.

From the moment you book until you are safely back at home.
1. **Verified**, quality apartments.
2. With an **associated hotel**. Now Room Mate Hotels, soon other boutique hotels.
3. **Extra Services** On Demand: Cleaning, Transfer…
4. Our **City Mate** present at Check-in.
5. BE MATE ‘Wish’ **24/7** via SMS/Whatsapp (soon via our native app)
6. **Wi-Mate** Free Wifi in the whole city.
SAME TRAVELERS, DIFFERENT MOMENTS
SOLUTIONS

1. TO THINK LIKE CUSTOMERS
2. TO REGULATE INTELIGENTLY

REGULATIONS
HOTELIERS 400 VS APARTMENTS 0
AUTHENTICITY
NEW YORK
AMSTERDAM